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Abstract—The fields to which IoT applies are widely found
in domestic, industrial, national, and other facilities, where it
serves various functions depending on the environment.
However, most IoT systems communicate with servers and
control IoT devices to function according to the server's requests
and in this process, there is the threat of an IoT attack. Studies
on security such as authentication systems as communication
security techniques are undertaken to cope with it. However,
systems with limited resources, such as IoT, require overhead to
perform encryption operations for authentication. To solve this
problem, the mechanism proposed in this paper performs
authentication through subchannels and injects specific
patterns into time stamps and time intervals to authenticate
them. The mechanism does not use additional authentication
solutions in limited hardware resource environments and
performs authentication with physical timers and interval
operations inside the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
By using Internet protocols, IoT systems have become a
key element in various fields such as electric devices, building
management, and social and public infrastructure. IoT
technology has been built into various infrastructures owing
to the convergence of many IT technologies[1]. Yet, these
infrastructures often utilize the client-server structure to issue
central server commands to the IoT device. For example, in
the case of home IoT, which is currently being
commercialized, the information collected by the home IoT
terminal sensors is transmitted to the server, the server
analyzes these data, and uses a classic method of providing
services to the user[2].
As IoT infrastructure develops into a terminal cluster,
many servers and a plurality of devices process data
simultaneously, providing complex IoT services[3].
Accordingly, security technologies targeting IoT platforms
should be developed using IoT platforms. The security
solution currently applied in IoT services uses a security
solution targeting specific terminals or targeting
infrastructures that provide specific services. However, as
technology advances, solutions to defend against the threats to
complex IoT infrastructure are limited when applying existing
solutions because the existing solution is targeted at a single
platform. It is a disadvantage that security solutions used in
different devices must be integrated to apply them to a multiserver platform and terminal cluster infrastructure. This
method is inappropriate for terminals where computing
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resources exist in various forms and interferes with normal
service owing to the additional overhead in terminals that lack
resources[4].
Therefore, to solve these problems, this study devises a
safe and reliable communication authentication mechanism
for heterogeneous data communication. The proposed
mechanism uses a reverse-hash list based on a hash chain in
the data transmitting and receiving process, thereby dividing
the data into a specific number of “blocks” and generating a
time interval between the transmission of the first and next
data “blocks”. The time interval pattern is confirmed by using
the seed of the same hash chain in both the terminals
transmitting and receiving data. The terminal receiving the
data compares the transmission pattern of the data transmitted
by the server or the other terminal with the interval data based
on the hash chain. Thereby it authenticates that the data being
received is transmitted from a normal server or terminal.
Using this authentication method, the reliability of
heterogeneous types of communication data can be secured.
The terminal configured in the mechanism safely
communicates with various terminals and servers. It
minimizes the overhead by using a hardware timer inside a
conventional terminal and an interval measurement
mechanism in a data reception process.
II. TIME INTERVAL SIDE-CHANNEL
The proposed data authentication communication scheme
is a communication mechanism between terminals and servers
in a limited resource-limited environment. The mechanism
transmits a data packet from a server in an IoT environment to
control an IoT device and authenticates the data packet on the
device-side that receives the data packet.
In the environment presented in this paper, the server
divides the control data packets to be transmitted to the IoT
device into “blocks”. The divided control packet “blocks” are
transmitted to the terminal according to a predetermined
pattern.
In the device control data transmission process, the
number of packets to be divided and the transmitted time
intervals vary in all transmission processes. The mechanism
constructs a hash chain based on seed data shared by each
server and device before they start communication and creates
a reverse hash data list to select the number of packets and

Fig.1. Structure and Communication Flow of the mechanism

time intervals. In this mechanism, based on the security policy
of the device, it is assumed that the hash list generated by the
seed is safe.
The device receives a packet transmitted from the server,
checks the control command of the packet, and receives the
next packet based on the number of packets and the time
interval generated based on the list following a predetermined
inverse solution. If the number of partitions and time intervals
of the received data packets coincide with the number of
partitions and time intervals generated based on the reversehash chain, the device certifies that the data are transmitted
from a normal server.
However, if the device and server network environment is
unstable or malicious users interfere during network
communication, normal authentication between the server and
the device cannot occur. To solve this problem, the terminal
has a countdown mechanism in which the count decreases
when the determined number of packets and intervals differ.
The countdown mechanism was designed as a physical
hardware counter inside the device. During non-normal
communication, the count is deducted, and during normal
communication the count data are initialized.
If abnormal data are received until the count is deducted,
the server classifies the terminal as an abnormal device and
interrupts the communication process. The IoT apparatus
physically isolates the communication module. This
neutralizes the attack on the device. To determine the presence
of an unstable communication environment or external threat,
the device and server perform heartbeat communication from
time to time during a certain period to identify the status of
communication environments and the presence of eexternal
threats. The subchannel authentication mechanism presented
in this paper does not use additional authentication solutions
in environments with limited resources, such as IoT terminals.
III. CONCLUSION
The mechanism proposed in this paper is a side-channel
technique that authenticates communications between IoT
devices and servers. In this paper, we propose a mechanism to
reduce the operations required for authentication between the
server and the device. The server in this proposed mechanism

has a seed value and the device has a seed value and a physical
counter. The server and device seeds are similar and create a
reverse-hash chain list based on the seed. The hash is read by
the server and it designates the number of packets transmitted
by the device and the time intervals between packets. The
packets divided by the server are transmitted to the device
according to the time intervals. In the device, the reverse-hash
chain list created based on the seed and packets received from
the server are compared. The number of packets received by
the device from the server and the time interval of the
timestamp recorded in the packet are compared. By
considering the communication environment, a physical
counter inside the device limits the opportunity for
communication to prevent attacks. The proposed mechanism
is designed to allow IoT devices to perform authentication
operations with no overhead where hardware resources are
limited.
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